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 by Jerry Daykin   

University of Helsinki (Helsingin

Yliopisto) 

"Beautiful historical building"

In 1827 the Turku Academy was moved to Helsinki as the Russians came

to power and the capital changed. The Academy needed a place to

operate, so C. L. Engel designed a building on one side of the Senate

Square; it was completed in 1832. The Academy began its operation and

changed its name to the Imperial University. After Finland became

independent, the name was changed again, to the University of Helsinki.

The yellow main building is a close match to the Senate Building opposite,

in dimensions, colour and style. The completion of this building brought

the finishing touches to the uniform group of Empirestyle buildings

surrounding Senate Square. The University is one of Helsinki's main

landmarks. The interiors of the building are very beautiful: the stairwells,

stone floors and statues create a balanced but interesting whole. The

stunning main festival hall is also a sight to behold. Still, the main reason

for admiring this building is its outer form, the sense of balance it creates

together with the Senate Building.

 +358 9 1911  www.helsinki.fi/en  Unionsgatan 35, Helsinki

 by Lumijaguaari   

Töölö Bay 

"Scenic Bay Area"

Töölö Bay and its surroundings form one of Finland's most talked-about

and picturesque locations. Some of the area's main sights merge with

stunningly beautiful parks to create charming scenery. A stroll around the

bay from Linnunlauluntie road right by the railway tracks reveals the

timeless old villas at Linnunlaulu. Romantic wooden houses line up the

streets and a sandy path leads to a park. On the right is the concrete

brilliance of the Helsinginkatu street, on the other side of which lies the

City Winter Garden. Sprawling parks such as the Kiasma, Musiikkitalo, and

Makasiini form an enchanting mosaic of green, while cultural landmarks

such as the National Theatre and Finlandia Hall regale visitors with

riveting performances.

 +358 9 3101 3300 (Tourist

Information)

 www.myhelsinki.fi/  Töölönlahti, Helsinki

 by Juutilai   

Otaniemi 

"The University of Technology."

Otaniemi is a complex containing The University of Technology (Aalto

University of Science and Technology), research centers and high-tech

companies. The university is one of the most important buildings in

Finland architecturally and it was designed by the famous Alvar Aalto. The

site is one of the most important centers of technology in the Northern

Europe.

 +358 9 2517 7440  www.enterespoo.fi  info@otaniemi.fi  Otaniemi, Espoo
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 by Aarni Heiskanen   

Tapiola Garden City 

"Urban garden design."

The construction of Tapiola began in the 1950's under the supervision of

architect Aarne Ervi. The central tower is now the symbol of Tapiola. The

purpose of the district was to create a harmony between the urban

challenges and nature. Tapiola is a center of Espoo in business and

culture and it is full of attractions and landmarks.

 Tapiola, Espoo
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